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About This Content

The Leaving Lyndow (Original Sountrack) by Phoenix Glendinning features over 22 minutes of music.

Includes 8 Audio tracks in both FLAC and MP3.

Track List

1. Last Morning (3:09)
2. Forest Walk (3:31)
3. Toma's Farm (2:18)
4. The Teahouse (2:18)
5. Distant Sails (3:58)
6. (Ambience I) (2:33)
7. (Ambience II) (2:20)
8. (Ambience III) (2:07)
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i like the new layouts and units. i feel the game is a good idea but i feel the japonesse forces are way too smart example is time
and time again fighting medium AI forces they almost instantly know where my grenades are going and avoid instantly. i can be
using veteran american squad and they still get killed with almost unreal IJA artillery or grenades. i feel the IJN forces are too
smart compared to AI republican chinesse forces units comarable to the same skill. side not no im not talking about conscripts
comparded to elite squads im comparing simular units. until it gets updated to nerf or atleast lvl the playing field i fell its heavily
one sides towards japan win every time.. Amazing. Some of my favorite games (Oxyd, Cyberbox, The Incredible Machine and
Lemmings) have one thing in common: They all are rule based manipulation puzzles. SiNKR is right up there with all of them.
Using a deceptively simple mechanic, SiNKR provides 60 increasingly challenging puzzles to entertain you with. With each
puzzle you learn something new that will then be built upon in the remaining puzzles. In addition to the challenging puzzles, they
are presented in a minimalist environment with a pleasing soundtrack that dovetails well with the sounds created by the
mechanic itself. There is also no hidden information, which is a technique that I prefer. On some puzzles, you can figure out the
solution before making your first move. On later puzzles, you can try to do this...but I found I always overlooked one or two
things and had to fail a few times before having the critical "A-Ha" moment to help me solve a particular puzzle. All in all, just
a great game. I look forward to seeing what this developer comes up with next. (I want to add that I played the entire game in
the final beta form just prior to launch. I spent about 2.5 hours playing it on Tuesday and Wednesday.). A good game.
There are not so many games in that genre and I'm happy to see that indie developers are working on that.
Best luck to that game :). My thoughts on the cars:

Lotus 3-Eleven: My favorite from this pack, an amazing drive. Lightweight, nimble car with a hypercar performance. To me all
other modern Lotus cars in AC are meh, but this is anything but.
McLaren P1 GTR: Another astonishing car, and a great match to Ferrari FXX K.
Audi TT Cup: A very fun little FWD racer, you can have some really good races with this one
Audi TT RS VLN: TT Cup on steroids.
Audi R8 LMS: There is really nothing wrong with the "old" R8 LMS Ultra. A fine car, one of the best handling GT3s, but adds
very little new to the game.
Maserati MC12 GT1: A glorious racer that has nothing to race against and isn't really a one-make racecar. Ever heard that story
before? Also made completely redundant by RSS GT1
Toyota Celica ST185: Right car, wrong game. A rally car in a game that has no rally.
McLaren 570S: How can a near 600hp supercar be this boring to drive? Also feels the same as 12C which is in base game.
Should have picked something else
Audi R18 and Toyota TS040: Great cars. But, these are 2014 versions, whereas Porsche 919 is 2015 and 2016. So we have four
LMP1 cars, but only two that should be racing against each other. Also they are Le Mans spec in a game that has no official Le
Mans (though there is a great mod), no sprint spec versions to race in tracks that AC has.

Verdict: Absolutely worth a buy at this price and adds really nice cars to AC, but could have been so much better.. A good little
game. Not so easy to play, because it needs some tactics about classes.
Bosses are strong enough to give a challenge.
After 5 hours spent, I'm far away from the end. Thank for this game. It is cheap, so i had no regrets to buy it. Honestly, I had
never think that a little game like this gave me sensation that i search when i play a game. I'm not asking for more.

(if i wrote mistakes, sorry, english is not my first language). This is such a good and charming game! I'm glad it was kind of
short, because I pretty much couldn't walk away once I got going. I didn't expect to get so into planning a breakfast menu for
ghosts, but helping them with their problems felt so good that I teared up at a couple of points. This is a seemingly simple game,
but it's got a lot to say, and I found the dialogue very impacting and insightful at points. I absolutely loved it, and I hope this
developer does more!
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took me 17minutes.. So many years later, but still no german patch.

Rip KA-RTS.. This game is filled with countless bugs but still is extremely fun and a great game. I'm a huge Terraria fan, and
while there are several clone-esque games on Steam, this one stood out with it's focus on survival and small promise of a diablo-
like progression. So far I've put a few hours into it and have really been pleased with the overall mechanics and presentation of
the game. The systems are simple to use, but deep, the survival is challenging but not tedious.

Obviously I have a long way to go, but so far it IS following the Terraria formula where the game gets faster and less
cumbersome as you enhance your skills\/equipment so I feel like I'm headed for a faster, more combat-driven experience.. It's
not so much of a puzzle game than a mastery of controls and understanding the physics of the game. It's a great game with a
bunch of levels, I haven't beaten them all yet. This is a game you can come back to every once in a while when you're bored or
want to kill some time.
Challenging and fun. Computer clicking simulator.

10\/10 buy now before it's twice the price. Episode one was slightly better, but the second is still very worthwhile. Action
platformer fans should have no problems digging this title.

My biggest gripes with ep 2 are the lack of gameplay polish in a few of the sections. Compared to how polished episode 1 was,
it seemed some sections slipped through the cracks. That said, nothing seemed impossible - save for the last boss which I had to
turn to the forums to beat.

I readily recommend both episodes to any fan of the genre.

7.75\/10. It was a very nice experience. Playing beautiful songs as a bard was the best thing for me in this game. Landscapes are
really pretty and dialogues are well written.
Oh and the storyteller has awesome voice, would listen to him for hours <3. This game isnt the best simulator out there but it
definately has some good points about it.

The actually firefighting in the game was done well as it feels realistic. What i didnt like was the driving, it cluggy and felt like
you were driving a go kart (not a fire engine). Overall I think that this is a exellent sim hiding under some negative points that
could be easily fixed, apart from that, if you are into sims you sould definately give this a go.

A GAME TO BUY ON SALE!! NOT WORTH $20!

7/10
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